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Xnet is a software development company providing a wide spectrum of solutions in data, voice and video communications and maintaining a focus on corporate business.

In a Europe-wide public tender British Telecom (BT) successfully won the contract to provide and operate a 
communication system for the European Central Bank in Frankfurt. One of the key features/requirements was the 
implementation of a high security access system. Xnet was commissioned by BT to ensure audit compliancy for 
administrative access within the solution.

Full control of priviledged, administrative 
access in a heterogeneous IT environment.

Xnet Secure Gate - Auditable Administration
SOLUTION DESCRIPTION:

has a sustainable effect on the skyline of Frankfurt. Along with an impressive 
architecture the ECB receives one of the most advanced communication sys-
tems at all. It is obvious that the Bank controling the Euro is a key player in 
the global economic system and therefore a target „No. 1“ - no matter if we 
are talking about terrorists, hackers, secret services or even governments.

ECB - European Central Bank  

 Centralized system for maintenance & administrative access 
 Recording of all activities for audit compliancy 
 Support of multiple maintenance tools  
 Selective and controlled access to session movies from the past

BENEFITS  

-
walls from different manufacturers, database servers, virtualization servers, gateways, among many others. As it is typical for such 

 

 

because it lacks documentation for compliancy. Furthermore are the activities carried out by external staff highly specialized and 

have on the whole environment.

THE CHALLENGE  

ECB was looking for a solution, which is capable to support this kind of heterogeneous administration and maintenance environ-
ment. And - most importantly - to guarantee traceability of all activities during remote maintenance sessions at all times. Xnet 
had already successfully implemented remote access/control solutions for some well-known companies in the past. Because of 
Xnet’s experience in remote control solutions in highly security sensitive environments BT got in touch with Xnet. In collaboration a 
completely new approach to a remote access solution for remote staff and service providers has been developed for the European 
Central Bank.

THE REQUEST  

THE CUSTOMER 
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On consultation the specialists from Xnet realised very quickly, that a centralised “access system“ was needed. The solution had 
to cover every administrative task, no matter which backend system was addressed and no matter which kind of tool was used to 
undertake the maintenance work. Furthermore for revision control purposes all remote access activities had to be recorded in detail 
- every single action. This demand was exceeding the abilities of the customary logging features of remote access sessions. Ad-
ditionally the vast amount of different systems, the number of interchanging administrators and operators generated an enormous 
amount of sessions. As an objective of audit compliancy it was required to store those recorded sessions securely and unchangea-
bly. Concurrently all access to the recordings had to be secured according to the guidelines of data protection and data security. 
Data integrity for one and the protection of data privacy for another demanded all stored data to be encrypted. Access to this data 

Xnet Secure Gate Software.

THE SOLUTION - SINGLE POINT OF ACCESS  

ECB - Remote maintenance solution Central System

-

for each contractor. A centralised entity which was setting up, controlling, administrating and documenting all remote access ses-
sions and activities was missing. 
For this reason Xnet decided not to develop a special solution for the ECB, but actually to create a completely new solution: the Xnet 
Secure Gate. 
Essentially the Xnet Secure Gate consists of the three major components: 

THE PRODUCT XNET SECURE GATE  

   Xnet Security Server                               Xnet Secure Console                           Xnet Movie Admin 

THE SERVER  

The Xnet Security Server manages 

matter if it is a system administra-
tor or another expert.This central 
component is administering and 
linking the access authorisations 
(roles) for the support staff with 
the appropriate target systems and 
permitted/required remote tools. 
To avoid duplicate data and sources of 
error, the Security Server is referring to 
the existing LDAP/AD database when a 
remote session has to be established.

IN DETAIL:

CONCLUSION  

With the Xnet Secure Gate the customer obtains a centralised access point for all remote sessions. This includes logging and record-
ing of every processed administrative job. All commonly used remote control tools are covered. 
Revision control and compliance is ensured by standardised documentation for very different remote control tools. Even tools which 
do not provide such functionality off works are supported.

THE CONSOLE  

The external administrator or analyst who needs to undertake the 
-

cess is generally performed using RDP. The advantage: only one 
sort of remote access must be granted and RDP is widely available. 
The contractor will be placed in the Xnet Secure Console - a pub-
lished application. From this „location“ an encrypted session to the 
Xnet Security Server is established where authorisation for the ac-
tual target system and appropriate remote access role takes place. 
Only now the service technician can start a session with a suit-
able tool to the target system and carry out the necessary work. 

-
ing connection information (source, destination, time/duration, service). 

database.

THE MOVIE ADMIN  

and executed tasks need to be 
reviewed, the Xnet Movie Admin 
module will be needed. Only with 
the Movie Admin tool access to 
the recorded sessions is possible 

internal service regulations will reg-
ulate who, when, how and by what 
preconditions such reviews may 
take place.

Movies

Operator Admin

Target Systems

Redundant Xnet Security Server

Roles Management based on
AD group membership

LDAP, AD

Xnet Movie Admin

Storage, NAS

SSH, RDP, HTTPS, vSphere, VNC, Telnet, Netop, ...

Xnet Secure
Consols

Revision

RDP

Auth.

Xnet Mobile Inc. is an independent IT center, specializing in the creation and development of solutions dedicated for marketing communication and data safety. 
Xnet Mobile offers systems targeted at business and individual customers, ensuring full security of data transfer. With extensive experience of our employees we 
can be proud of a comperhesive know-how in all areas of data communications, confrimed by list of references from majoe companies from all over the Europe. 


